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LARRIKIN continues Paul Freeman's lauded photographic journey, and begins a new series, with a

signature array of enthralling and sensual art nude stories of men in gritty and evocative landscapes
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Paul Freeman is the best LGBTQ male physique photographer of our times. Just breathtaking shots

of amazing beauty and male body art. The backdrops are so well chosen to compliment the model's

beauty. This book is destined to become a classic like so many of his earlier works.

Love this book-beautiful models, well composed settings, nice size for just flipping pages with the

book in one's lap. Excellent for any collection of books on art, portraiture or photography.

I have been collecting Paul Freeman's Works of Art for years. This is the perfect edition to my ever

growing collection.

This is my second Paul Freeman book and I am so happy with my purchase. I received "Outback

Dust" as a gift and have been waiting for his next book ever since. It does not disappoint. Beautiful

pictures, (on really nice paper too) tastefully put together showing the beauty of the male form. I will

say there seems to be some kind of theme of uncircumcised men in this book in comparison to the

others I have seen... but I'm not complaining.



possibly Freeman's best output since he started with "Bondi Classic". Buy this book!

PAUL FREEMAN IS MY FAVORITE PHOTOGRAPHER, THIS BOOK IS BEAUTIFUL.

Beautiful and Stunning. Models are handsome and composition is stunning. First Paul Freeman

book and not disappointed. I'm sure my PF collection will grow.

A must have if you appreciated great photography! Congratulations
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